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2012 PISA Results
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Main Points

1. Why new standards?

2. What are the new standards?

3. What are the implications for the 
teaching of science?





The Trouble with Inquiry?

When engaging in inquiry, students describe objects and events, 

ask questions, construct explanations, test those explanations 

against current scientific knowledge, and communicate their ideas 

to others. They identify their assumptions, use critical and logical 

thinking, and consider alternative explanations.
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“...nothing could be more stultifying, and, perhaps 
more important, nothing is further from the 
procedure of the scientist than a rigorous tabular 
progression through the supposed ‘steps’ of the 
scientific method 

– General Education in a Free Society, 1945



Presidents Science Advisory Committee, ca. 1958
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•Draw it

Phenomena

Ideas



Crazy Ideas in Science

Day and Night is caused by a Spinning Earth

The Continents have moved

We have evolved from other animals

The Earth is 5 billion years old

Diseases are caused by tiny living organisms

We live at the bottom of a sea of air

You look like your parents because every cell carries a 

chemically coded message of how to reproduce yourself
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History of Science as a History of Error

Ptolemy’s geocentric universe, 

Lamarkianism 

The ether, 

The Denial of Wegner/s Theory

Cold fusion

Phlogiston

Spontaneous generation,
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Higher Order Thinking
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CONSTRUCTION

WHERE IS THE CRITIQUE & EVALUATION?
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Critique: Identify 3 Flaws with this Model



In a world where there is an 
oversupply of information, the 
ability to make sense of 
information is now the scarce 
resource.

Given this, we should be 
presenting knowledge to 
students not as something 
monolithic, fixed and finished, 
but as something organic, 
something that is always 
developing, and always in 
process.



PISA 2015 Scientific Literacy Framework
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Elaboration of the Definition

• Explain phenomena scientifically:

• Evaluate and design scientific enquiry:

• Interpret data and evidence scientifically:

A scientifically literate person, therefore, is willing to 

engage in reasoned discourse about science and 

technology which requires the competencies to:
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A Model for Scientific Practices?





Teaching and Learning

Disciplinary Core 

Ideas

Scientific 

Practices 

Cross-Cutting 

Concepts

The Components 



Science as a Set of 8 Practices

1. Asking Questions & Defining Problems

2. Developing and Using Models

3. Planning and Carrying out Investigations

4. Analyzing and Interpreting Data

5. Using Mathematical and Computational Thinking

6. Constructing Explanations & Designing Solutions

7. Engaging in Argument from Evidence

8. Obtaining, Evaluating and Communicating 

Information
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Cross-Cutting Concepts

1.Patterns 

2.Cause and effect: Mechanism and explanation 

3.Scale, proportion, and quantity 

4.Systems and system models 

5.Energy and matter: Flows, cycles, and 

conservation 

6.Structure and function 

7.Stability and change 
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Outcomes are Performance Expectations

Use argument based on empirical evidence and scientific 
reasoning to support an explanation for how 
characteristic animal behaviors and specialized plant 
structures affect the probability of successful 
reproduction of animals and plants respectively.

Construct a scientific explanation based on evidence for 
how environmental and genetic factors influence the 
growth of organisms.
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Students who demonstrate understanding can





1. Asking Questions
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Questions engage
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Why is the sky blue?

What is the smallest piece of matter?

What is the furthest star?



2. Developing and Using Models

1. Name 5 models you commonly use in 

teaching?

2. How do these models differ?
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2. Developing and Using Models
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Water Model of an Electric Circuit
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Bicycle Model of An Electric Circuit
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Bohr Model of the Atom
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Model Based Thinking
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3.  Planning and Carrying Out 

Investigations
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How does the speed at which sugar 

dissolves depend on temperature? 



Possible Answers

Kirsty: We are looking to see how different temperatures affect how 

long it takes for the sugar to dissolve. 

Alex: We are trying to find the best temperature for dissolving 

sugar in water. 

Louise: We have to put the same amount of sugar in water with 

different temperatures and see what happens. 
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4. Analyzing and Interpreting Data
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4. Analyzing and Interpreting Data
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(a) One pupil had the most breaths 
and she also had the highest pulse 
rate.

(b) All the people with a high breath 
rate had a high pulse rate.

(c) The higher your breathing rate, 
the greater the pulse rate.

(d) On the whole, those people with a 
higher breath rate had a higher
pulse rate.



5. Using Mathematics & Computational Thinking
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1. Who is the tallest

2. Who is the smallest

3. What is the average?





5.  Constructing Explanations
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Why do objects fall at the same rate in the absence 

of air?

• Gravity pulls on all objects

• If the mass is double, the pull of gravity will double

• Twice the mass takes twice as long to speed up

• Think of two objects, one twice as massive as the other

• Force is double but so is the mass



The Significance of Argument?

Construction 

[Recall and Explanation]

Critique 

[Juxtaposition & Evaluation

v
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How do we know?

That Day and Night are caused by a Spinning Earth

Arguments Against:

1. The Sun moves

2. If you jumped up you would not land in the same spot

3. If the Earth was spinning at that rate, the speed at the 

equator is over a 1000 mph and you should be flung off



Before Teaching

Day & Night 

Caused By A 

Spinning Earth?

After Teaching

Day & Night 

Caused By A 

Spinning Earth?

Arguments 

For

Arguments 

Against

80%

20%

How Likely?  Ratio of 4:1
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Something in the Air?

Maria:  The water came through holes 

in the glass.

Ted:  The water came over the top 

of the glass.

Alexis:  The water came from the air.

Maria, Ted and Alexis are wondering 

where the water on the outside of the 

glass of water with ice comes from.



8. Obtaining, Evaluating and 

Communicating Information
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Diagrams



Symbols & Models

CaCO3



Charts and Graphs



Scientific Vizualizations
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Mathematics
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Requirements

Grade 6-8

Distinguish among facts, reasoned judgment based on 

research findings, and speculation in a text.

Grade 9-10

Analyze the author’s purpose in providing an 

explanation, describing a procedure or discussing an 

experiment in a text defining the question the author 

seeks to address.



Views of Reading

Complex View of Reading

 Perspective Taking

 Complex Reasoning

 Academic Language

 Background Knowledge

Simple View of Reading

Decoding Words on 
paper

Knowing the Vocabulary
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Not Learning to Read BUT Reading to Learn
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READING TO LEARN IN SCIENCE

http://serpmedia.org/rtl_pending/

http://serpmedia.org/rtl_pending/
http://serpmedia.org/rtl_pending/


Summary

Why NGSS?
 Need to teach more than content

 Develop an understanding of scientific practice

What is NGSS?
 Disciplinary Core Ideas

 8 Scientific Practices

 7 Cross-Cutting Concepts

Defined in Terms of a set of Performance Expectations
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Thank you

osbornej@stanford.edu


